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In 2014, I was working in R&D department of Sanlab simulations company 
which produces simulators and simulations of site construction machines 
like backhoe loader or forklift. 

I had experimented Oculus DK2 and HTC Vive and involved in development 
of backhoe loader simulation environments with VR headsets.

I’ve prototyped some of the 3D environments for testing hardware integration.

VR Experience with Training Simulations

This version of Sanlab Backhoe Loader simulator includes 
a real backhoe cabinet that have LCD screens instead of VR Headsets.

2014

A VR enabled versions of the backhoe simulators with HTC Viwe Headset



I have started Milklab Imagination Technologies as a Mechatronics 
Engineer and my very first project was a VR Headset integrated simulator 
for KIA. 

As a team, we converted a real KIA Sorento into a simulator where you can 
actually drive the car in a virtual world. Another project for KIA was a huge 
sphere to get in for locomotion in a virtual world.

I have improved my knowledge on VR systems by developing software with 
Oculus headsets. I was involved in 3D graphics development and 
modelling for the simulation and also hardware integration of 
headsets on car simulation environment. 

KIA Smart DriVR & KIA Sphere

2015

We’ve built one of the rarely found locomotion 
system solution for VR

Very successful VR project in which we converted a real 
car into a simulator with motion  feedbacks 

KIA Sphere

KIA Smart DriVR
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I was the technical team leader in WalkOVR and we’ve developed a 
wearable device to enable VR gamers to move in VR environments 
in much a natural and immersive way.

Gamers attach wearable small WalkOVR modules  with 9 DOF IMU sensors 
on their knee and foot. Thus, it enables to gather their leg movements 
wirelessly and interpret their walking and running movements to move the 
character in the game. Instead of controllers, players actually imitate 
walking in their standing position to walk in the game.

I’ve involved in gathering motion data not only from sensors of WalkOVR 
modules but also from VR Headset. I’ve written driver codes in C++ by 
using OpenVR libraries and gathered the data of translation & rotation 
of headsets and controllers.

I have tested and gathered knowledge about almost all of the VR brands 
like Oculus Rift, Oculus Go, HTC Vive and Valve Index

WalkOVR : VR Locomotion

2020 Wearable modules with IMU sensors Me, testing the motion algorithmsWalkOvr augments locomotion in virtual environments
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